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McDonald and Avery's Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent - E-Book
Hospitality Retail Management
McDonald and Avery’s Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent: Second South Asia Edition, the definitive pediatric dentistry text for both the
classroom and clinical practice, will offer high-level, comprehensive content that conveys the most current information to a diverse audience. This
textbook is designed to help undergraduate dental students provide efficient and superior comprehensive oral health care to infants, children,
teenagers, and medically compromised pediatric patients. It also provides experienced dentists with information regarding new developments and
techniques. Focused for the undergraduate Student as per Dental Council of India (DCI) curriculum McDonald's classic presentation of text form is
maintained while highlighting the important points in every chapter More flowcharts, line arts, clinical photographs,tables and boxes added
Important chs on Development of occlusion from birth to adolescence, Dental caries in child and adolescence, Pediatric operative dentistry, Child
psychology, Behavior management, Pediatric endodonticsm Traumatic injuries, Oral habits in children and Dental management of children in special
care needs PPT of important chapters Chapter wise MCQs with answers Four procedural videos

How to Be an Inclusive Leader
An introduction to leadership draws on a program developed for an elementary school to show how to apply the principles of "The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People" to help everyone, including young children, identify and use their individual talents.

The Skillful Team Leader
We know why diversity is important, but how do we drive real change at work? Diversity and inclusion expert Jennifer Brown provides a step-by-step
guide for the personal and emotional journey we must undertake to create an inclusive workplace where everyone can thrive. Human potential is
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unleashed when we feel like we belong. That's why inclusive workplaces experience higher engagement, performance, and profits. But the reality is
that many people still feel unable to bring their true selves to work. In a world where the talent pool is becoming increasingly diverse, it's more
important than ever for leaders to truly understand how to support inclusion. Drawing on years of work with many leading organizations, Jennifer
Brown shows what leaders at any level can do to spark real change. She guides readers through the Inclusive Leader Continuum, a set of four
developmental stages: unaware, aware, active, and advocate. Brown describes the hallmarks of each stage, the behaviors and mind-sets that inform
it, and what readers can do to keep progressing. Whether you're a powerful CEO or a new employee without direct reports, there are actions you can
take that can drastically change the day-to-day reality for your colleagues and the trajectory of your organization. Anyone can—and should—be an
inclusive leader. Brown lays out simple steps to help you understand your role, boost your self-awareness, take action, and become a better version
of yourself in the process. This book will meet you where you are and provide a road map to create a workplace of greater mutual understanding
where everyone's talents can shine.

The Book of Road-Tested Activities
Discusses the people, the strategies, and the innovations that turned a hamburger stand into a multi-billion-dollar corporation that revolutionized an
industry and influenced the culture of America.

It's the Manager
You never dreamed being the boss would be so hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting expectations from subordinates, your supervisor, peers,
and customers. You're not alone. As Linda Hill and Kent Lineback reveal in Being the Boss, becoming an effective manager is a painful, difficult
journey. It's trial and error, endless effort, and slowly acquired personal insight. Many managers never complete the journey. At best, they just learn
to get by. At worst, they become terrible bosses. This new book explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering three imperatives: · Manage yourself:
Learn that management isn't about getting things done yourself. It's about accomplishing things through others. · Manage a network: Understand
how power and influence work in your organization and build a network of mutually beneficial relationships to navigate your company's complex
political environment. · Manage a team: Forge a high-performing "we" out of all the "I"s who report to you. Packed with compelling stories and
practical guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide for not only first-time managers but all managers seeking to master the most daunting
challenges of leadership.

McDonald and Avery's Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent-- E Book
Based on the popular Developing Leadership Talent program offered by the acclaimed Center for Creative Leadership, this important resource offers
a nuts-and-bolts framework for putting in place a leadership development system that will attract and retain the best and brightest talent. Step by
step, the authors explain how alignment with strategic goals and organizational purpose and effective developmental experiences are the backbone
of a successful leadership program. An authoritative and useful book, Developing Leadership Talent is an essential tool for any leadership program.

The Product Manager's Toolkit®
The Second Edition of Studying Leadership guides the reader through the cacophony of competing perspectives and models of leadership; now
updated with expanded discussion of hot topics like followership, gender, ethics, authenticity and leadership and the arts, set against the backdrop
of the global financial crisis. Conceived by Chris Grey as an antidote to conventional textbooks, each book in the ‘Very Short, Fairly Interesting and
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Reasonably Cheap’ series takes a core area of the curriculum and turns it on its head by providing a critical and sophisticated overview of the key
issues and debates in an informal, conversational and often humorous way. Suitable for students, researchers and practitioners studying leadership
across all disciplines.

The Pfeiffer Book of Successful Leadership Development Tools
Get the most out of your PLCs and teacher teams! All teams face hurdles. What distinguishes the skillful team leader from a less effective one is his
or her approach in overcoming them. MacDonald offers a skillful approach to team leadership rooted in values, mindset, intelligence, and skill. This
practical guide features: Reality-based examples illustrating common team hurdles in collaboration, shared leadership, goal setting and attainment,
rigorous discourse, and continuous improvement Brief follow-up sections with tips for sustaining positive change Ways to work beyond the team to
shape and influence school culture Prompts to apply learning to your own leadership hurdles

The Connector Manager
Get the expert knowledge you need to provide quality oral care to pediatric patients! Trusted for more than 50 years, McDonald and Avery's
Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent, 11th Edition provides the latest diagnostic and treatment recommendations for infants, children, and
adolescents. It covers topics ranging from pediatric examination and radiographic techniques to development and morphology of the primary teeth,
dental caries, dental materials, and local anesthesia. Another point of emphasis is the management of patients with special medical issues. On the
Expert Consult website, you’ll find a fully searchable version of the entire text along with case studies and step-by-step procedure videos. From
internationally known educator Jeffrey A. Dean, this resource provides everything you need to prepare for board certification and succeed in clinical
practice. Comprehensive coverage of pediatric dentistry includes the treatment of deep caries, prosthodontics, occlusion, trauma, gingivitis and
periodontal disease, cleft lip and palate, facial esthetics, and medically compromised patients. More than 1,000 illustrations show oral structures and
conditions along with dental procedures. Five major areas of focus help you organize your thinking and practice around key clinical concepts:
diagnoses, caries and periodontology, pain control, oral growth and development, and management of special medical issues. Expert Consult
website includes fully searchable access to the text, plus videos and case studies. Diverse and respected team of authors contribute chapters on
their areas of expertise. Global readership includes translations of the text into seven different languages. NEW! Updated content includes a new
section on sleep apnea, plus COVID-19 in children, pain management, dental bleaching, a minimalist approach to restorative dentistry, the latest
dental materials, new pulp recommendations, community dentistry, patient-centered care, preventive orthodontic treatment, the use of silver
diamine fluoride, and vaping with its oral implications. NEW! Additional patient cases and questions are included in the book and website. NEW!
Procedure videos plus updates of existing videos are added to the Expert Consult website. NEW authors contribute updated and unique chapters
throughout the book.

Mastering Leadership
Rational Leadership: Developing Iconic Corporations shows how a business version of rational leadership develops business corporations and
inspires people with confidence. It presents classic case studies of leaders using these developing methods to establish or enhance an iconic
corporations.Using the examples of General Motors, Toyota, McDonalds, Walmart, Intel, Armani, and eBay, it presents a "leaders-eye view" through
autobiographical writings corroborated and supplemented by biographical and historical sources.

Malcolm McDonald on Value Propositions
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER TORONTO STAR BESTSELLER Based on his TEDx talk
"Everyday Leadership (the Lollipop Moment)"--voted one of the 15 most inspirational TED talks of all time--This Is Day One is leadership expert Drew
Dudley's guide to cultivating the behaviors that will help you to succeed and empower those around you. If you're intimidated by the mystique
surrounding leadership, this book is for you. Dudley simplifies leadership without denying its complexity, demonstrating that leadership in all its
forms begins at the same clear and accessible place for everyone: what he calls "Day One." Day One is when you discover, define, and start to
consistently deliver on your foundational leadership values. Living that day over and over is what creates leaders, and Dudley provides the key tools
necessary to craft and commit to your own personal Day One, including: A step-by-step process designed to surface your core leadership values and
embed them into your daily behavior A roadmap to behavioral changes proven to increase commitment, pride, productivity, and happiness Insights
into key leadership values that drive performance and impact Sharing the process that led him through battles with alcohol, obesity, and personal
tragedy, Dudley shows you how to develop a relentless commitment to the daily behaviors that will make you a better executive, coach, or teacher,
and how you can inspire others to do the same. Most of the leadership on the planet comes from people who don't see themselves as leaders. This Is
Day One shows you how to start changing that. Through the insights of leaders of all types--CEOs, elite athletes, cab drivers, custodians, and
everyone in between--Dudley helps you understand what your Day One needs to look like, reminds you why you're a leader, and makes clear what
you can do about it--starting today, on Day One.

Best Practices in Leadership Development and Organization Change
Develop your management and nursing leadership skills! Leadership & Nursing Care Management, 7th Edition focuses on best practices to help you
learn to effectively manage interdisciplinary teams, client needs, and systems of care. A research-based approach includes realistic cases studies
showing how to apply management principles to nursing practice. Arranged by American Organization for Nursing Leadership (AONL) competencies,
the text addresses topics such as staffing and scheduling, budgeting, team building, legal and ethical issues, and measurement of outcomes. Written
by noted nursing educators Diane L. Huber and Maria Lindell Joseph, this edition includes new Next Generation NCLEX® content to prepare you for
success on the NGN certification exam. UNIQUE! Organization of chapters by AONL competencies addresses leadership and care management topics
by the five competencies integral to nurse executive roles. Evidence-based approach keeps you on the cutting edge of the nursing profession with
respect to best practices. Critical thinking exercises at the end of each chapter challenge you to reflect on chapter content, critically analyze the
information, and apply it to a situation. Case studies at the end of each chapter present real-world leadership and management vignettes and
illustrate how concepts can be applied to specific situations. Research Notes in each chapter summarize current research studies relating to nursing
leadership and management. Full-color photos and figures depict concepts and enhance learning. NEW! Updates are included for information
relating to the competencies of leadership, professionalism, communication and relationship building, knowledge of the healthcare environment, and
business skills. NEW! Five NGN-specific case studies are included in this edition to align with clinical judgment content, preparing you for the Next
Generation NCLEX® (NGN) examination. NEW contributors — leading experts in the field — update the book’s content.

Leadership Transitions and Team Building: Leadership Collection (2 Books)
The last twenty-five years have witnessed an explosion in the field of leadership education. This volume brings together leading international
scholars across disciplines to chronicle the current state of leadership education and establish a solid foundation on which to grow the field. It
encourages leadership educators to explore and communicate more clearly the theoretical underpinnings and conceptual assumptions on which
their approaches are based. It provides a forum for the discussion of current issues and challenges in the field and examines the above objectives
within the broader perspective of rapid changes in technology, organizational structure, and diversity.
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Leadership and Nursing Care Management - E-Book
A value proposition is an innovation or feature that clarifies a company's core purpose and identity. In the same way profit lies at the heart of every
business, so does the value proposition, communicating how its service or products fulfil the needs of their customers. While many organizations
understand the importance of having a clearly defined value proposition to help them become more profitable, many businesses struggle to use
them effectively. Malcolm McDonald on Value Propositions is a step-by-step guide to understanding exactly why financially quantified value
propositions will help readers to increase revenue and deliver tangible results. Highly practical and filled with useful tools and checklists, this
succinct guide explains the process of developing a value proposition from start to finish, how to use segmentation appeal to the relevant key
accounts, and to ensure it is both financially grounded and has resonance with customers. From understanding how buying decisions are made,
through to financial dashboards and value quantification tools, Malcolm McDonald on Value Propositions is perfect for anyone looking to integrate
financial success into their proposition, and gain understanding of how it can be used to deliver and communicate value.

The Program
A leading text in pediatric dentistry, McDonald and Avery’s Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent provides expert, complete coverage of oral care
for infants, children, and teenagers. All the latest diagnostic and treatment recommendations are included! Comprehensive discussions are provided
on pediatric examination, development, morphology, eruption of the teeth, and dental caries. This edition helps you improve patient outcomes with
up-to-date coverage of restorative materials, cosmetic tooth whitening, care of anxious patients, and sedation techniques for children. Complete,
one-source coverage includes the best patient outcomes for all of the major pediatric treatments in prosthodontics, restorative dentistry, trauma
management, occlusion, gingivitis and periodontal disease, and facial esthetics. A clinical focus includes topics such as such as radiographic
techniques, dental materials, pit and fissure sealants, and management of cleft lip and palate. Practical discussions include practice management
and how to deal with child abuse and neglect. Full-color photographs and illustrations accurately depict trauma, restorative, implants, and
prosthetics. A new Pediatric Oral Surgery chapter discusses the latest developments in office-based pediatric oral surgery, along with head and neck
infections and medical conditions in the pediatric patient. Emphasis is added to preventive care and to treatment of the medically compromised
patient. An Evolve website includes case studies, an image library, links to ADEA, ADA, and CDC reports on pediatric dentistry, and other web links.

Developing Leadership Talent
Multi-Unit Leadership is the best-selling book used in over 170,000 businesses worldwide. Managing multiple units requires significantly different
skills than managing just one. This book details those skills in seven distinct stages and shares the best practices from successful multiunit leaders
worldwide. Perfect for regional managers and franchisees who need to know the difference between hands-on management and indirect influence.
Written in a detailed and fun format perfect for today's Digital Age leaders, Multiunit Leadership examines the unique role and requirements of
managers who are responsible for two to forty units. Our research with over 500 successful Multi-Unit Leaders (MULs) reveals the best practices and
unique expertise that differentiates high-performing mulitunit leaders from average ones. Chockablock-full of specific examples, expert opinion and
case-study scenarios, the seven leadership stages outlined in the book include: Brand Ambassador, Servant Leadership, Marketing Guru, Head
Coach, Talent Scout, Synergist and Goal-Getter. You'll learn how to better manage time and projects, how to develop stronger teams, how to get
maximum impact from your store visits, and how to consistently build sales by working smarter, not harder. Readers can assess their own strengths
and challenges compared to the industry's best MULs at the end of each chapter and compile their own best practices relative to people,
performance, and productivity. Companies using the book include McDonald's, American Express, Coca-Cola, Starbucks, Target, Jiffy Lube,
Supercuts, Applebee's, and Sam's Club.
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Best Practices in Talent Management
Is your leadership a competitive advantage, or is it costing you? How do you know? Are you developing your leadership effectiveness at the pace of
change? For most leaders today, complexity is outpacing their personal and collective development. Most leaders are in over their heads, whether
they know it or not. The most successful organizations over time are the best led. While this has always been true, today escalating global
complexity puts leadership effectiveness at a premium. Mastering Leadership involves developing the effectiveness of leaders—individually and
collectively—and turning that leadership into a competitive advantage. This comprehensive roadmap for optimal leadership features: Breakthrough
research that connects increased leadership effectiveness with enhanced business performance The first fully integrated Universal Model of
Leadership—one that integrates the best theory and research in the fields of Leadership and Organizational Development over the last half century
A free, online self-assessment of your leadership, using the Leadership Circle Profile, visibly outlining how you are currently leading and how to
develop even greater effectiveness The five stages in the evolution of leadership—Egocentric, Reactive, Creative, Integral, and Unitive—along with
the organizational structures and cultures that develop at each of these stages Six leadership practices for evolving your leadership capability at a
faster pace A map of your optimal path to greater leadership effectiveness Case stories that facilitate pragmatic application of this Leadership
Development System to your particular situation This timeless, authoritative text provides a systemic approach for developing your senior leaders
and the leadership system of your organization. It does not recommend quick fixes, but argues that real development requires a strategic, longterm, and integrated approach in order to forge more effective leaders and enhanced business performance. Mastering Leadership offers a
developmental pathway to bring forth the highest and best use of yourself, your life, and your leadership. By more meaningfully deploying all of who
you are every day, individually and collectively, you will achieve a leadership legacy consistent with your highest aspirations.

Leadership Attitude
The Leadership Transitions and Team Building Collection includes two important books: The First 90 Days, Updated and Expanded, by Michael D.
Watkins, and The Alliance, by Reid Hoffman, Ben Casnocha, and Chris Yeh. Transitions are a critical time for leaders. In fact, most agree that moving
into a new role is the biggest challenge a manager will face. While transitions offer a chance to start fresh and make needed changes in an
organization, they also place leaders in a position of acute vulnerability. Missteps made during the crucial first three months in a new role can
jeopardize or even derail your success. In The First 90 Days, Watkins offers proven strategies for conquering the challenges of transitions—no matter
where you are in your career. The Alliance, coauthored by the founder of LinkedIn, introduces a new, realistic loyalty pact between employer and
employee. The employer-employee relationship is broken, and managers face a seemingly impossible dilemma: the old model of guaranteed longterm employment no longer works in a business environment defined by continuous change, but neither does a system in which every employee
acts like a free agent. The solution? Stop thinking of employees as either family or as free agents. Think of them instead as allies. This bold but
practical guide for managers and executives will give you the tools you need to recruit, manage, and retain the kind of employees who will make
your company thrive in today’s world of constant innovation and fast-paced change.

The State of Wisconsin Blue Book
Enhance your toolkit with the best of the best—100+ tested and perfected activities guaranteed to succeed "A treasured collection with some neverbefore-seen tools and activities to increase participation and retention for your learners. . . . The 'insider's tips' feature helps even the newest trainer
facilitate these activities like a pro." —Jean Barbazette, author of The Art of Great Training Delivery "I believe in the effectiveness of training
activities, the brilliance of Elaine's editorial skills, and the street smarts of my ASTD colleagues. They all come together in this brilliant book." —Dr.
Sivasailam "Thiagi" Thiagarajan, of The Thiagi Group; author of Jolts! "What a wonderful book! . . . This is a must-have reference book for every
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learning and development professional." —Jack and Patti Phillips, Founders, Chairman and CEO of the ROI Institute, Inc. Workplace learning
professionals are always looking for the best solution—tried-and-true activities, ones that work every time, ones that always lead participants to gain
deeper insight into their leadership capabilities and potential. The Book of Road-Tested Activities gives you just what you're looking for: well-crafted
games and activities that have been put to the test in real training situations and proven effective. To create this edited collection, training legend
Elaine Biech painstakingly selected the very best—more than 100 activities that ASTD training professionals have taken to the finish line with
excellent results. Divided between activities geared toward specific workshop topics and multi-purpose training tools and techniques, the book
covers: Training topics—communication, listening, customer service and sales, creativity and innovation, teamwork, leadership, and more Tools and
techniques—icebreakers, openings, reviews, and online learning, plus unique tools that will add a new twist to your own techniques With both new,
innovative activities and classic, dependable ones enhanced with creative variations, Elaine Biech's The Book of Road-Tested Activities provides you
with an array of tried-and-true training tools for every occasion and purpose. They'll help you achieve your own stellar track record of successful
training and satisfied customers.

McDonald and Avery Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent - E-Book
'Hospitality Retail Management' provides students and managers with a practical guide to managing units in hospitality retail organizations.
Customers rely on a particular chain of hotels, restaurants or pubs to provide the same level of service and environment across the board. This
standardised service provides the customer with the security of knowing what to expect from that particular organisation. However, this
standardisation allows little room for creativity for individual managers to respond to the particular needs of their local market. There is a growing
realisation that there is greater profitability if the chain can offer both standardised services across all its retail operations while at the same time
allowing local managers the freedom to interpret the needs of its local market as they see fit. 'Hospitality Retail Management' shows managers and
students how competitive advantage can be gained by adopting management techniques which are both 'tight and loose', and demonstrates how
you can manage businesses with well-defined objectives while also allowing local managers to interpret their local market as they see fit. Conrad
Lashley has done extensive consultancy with companies such as McDonalds and uses case studies from these companies to reiterate key issues
throughout the text.

The Winning Team
WINNER • 2021 PULITZER PRIZE IN HISTORY The “stunning” (David W. Blight) untold history of how fast food became one of the greatest generators
of black wealth in America. Just as The Color of Law provided a vital understanding of redlining and racial segregation, Marcia Chatelain’s Franchise
investigates the complex interrelationship between black communities and America’s largest, most popular fast food chain. Taking us from the first
McDonald’s drive-in in San Bernardino to the franchise on Florissant Avenue in Ferguson, Missouri, in the summer of 2014, Chatelain shows how fast
food is a source of both power—economic and political—and despair for African Americans. As she contends, fast food is, more than ever before, a
key battlefield in the fight for racial justice.

The Leader in Me
The Pfeiffer Book of Successful Leadership Development Tools is organized into three sections: Presentations and Discussions (articles); Experiential
Learning Activities; and Inventories, Questionnaires, and Surveys. These selections represent the all–time best the Pfeiffer Annuals and Handbooks
have to offer on the topic. The Pfeiffer Book of Successful Leadership Development Tools · Includes an overview of management theorists who have
shaped modern thought about organizations and leadership · Contains complete, ready–made training exercises designed to meet a variety of needs
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for different audiences · Offers inventories that include questionnaires and instruments that help people clarify their own beliefs about leadership

The IHSM Health and Social Services Year Book
In a constantly evolving service-led Indian economy, human resources have become the cornerstone of an organization's success. The management
of human capability has become an art that has to be understood and mastered to run a successful enterprise. Human Resource Management: Text
and Cases, 2e, explains the basic concepts of this discipline and presents cases that provide an insight into the challenges faced by HR professionals
on a day-today basis. Going beyond the coverage of a traditional textbook, this book focuses on applied aspects of HRM, which capture the evolving
challenges in the field. The authors have used their extensive real-world work experience in talent acquisition, and human resource development
and retention to provide lucid explanation of all major concepts of human resource management. Replete with examples and cases, this title is a
complete guide for all MBA students and HR practitioners. KEY FEATURES • Extensive coverage of HR best practices and innovations • Sample
?ready-to-use formats' of relevant documents • Thought-provoking chapter opening cases to set the context for learning in the text ahead •
Application cases to showcase real-world implementation of concepts • PowerPoint slides and Question Bank for teachers

Say Anything
A classic textbook and a student favourite, Tidy’s Physiotherapy aims to reflect contemporary practice of physiotherapy and can be used as a quick
reference by the physiotherapy undergraduate for major problems that they may encounter throughout their study, or while on clinical placement.
Tidy’s Physiotherapy is a resource which charts a range of popular subject areas. It also encourages the student to think about problem-solving and
basic decision-making in a practice setting, presenting case studies to consolidate and apply learning. In this fifteenth edition, new chapters have
been added and previous chapters withdrawn, continuing its reflection of contemporary education and practice. Chapters have again been written
by experts who come from a wide range of clinical and academic backgrounds. The new edition is complemented by an accompanying online
ancillary which offers access to over 50 video clips on musculoskeletal tests, massage and exercise and an image bank along with the addition of
crosswords and MCQs for self-assessment. Now with new chapters on: Reflection Collaborative health and social care / interprofessional education
Clinical leadership Pharmacology Muscle imbalance Sports management Acupuncture in physiotherapy Management of Parkinson’s and of older
people Neurodynamics Part of the Physiotherapy Essentials series – core textbooks for both students and lecturers! Covers a comprehensive range
of clinical, academic and professional subjects Annotated illustrations to simplify learning Definition, Key Point and Weblink boxes Online access to
over 50 video clips and 100’s of dowloadable images (http://evolve.elsevier.com/Porter/Tidy) Online resources via Evolve Learning with video clips,
image bank, crosswords and MCQs! Log on and register at http://evolve.elsevier.com/Porter/Tidy Case studies Additional illustrations

Franchise: The Golden Arches in Black America
The Winning Team is a comprehensive victory guide designed to help teams and team-based organizations succeed in winning. In this book, the
reader will discover: fundamentals for constructing a winning team the correlation between a team's performance and its win-potential the traits of
winning teams the role leadership plays in the success of winning teams team destroyers and how teams can defend against them the importance of
keeping a "Team over Talent" philosophy how to sustain long-term winning to establish a winning legacy and much more. This is a powerful resource
for any group entity working together to achieve a common goal. Whether a team is sports-based, business-based, or organization-based, the
practical concepts revealed in this book can transform average teams into winning teams!

Multi-Unit Leadership
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Leadership is not a role or title. It is how you think, feel and see yourself and how you act as a leader. LEADERSHIP IS AN ATTITUDE If your attitude
says that you are a leader then you will behave like a leader. It's as simple as that. Sonia McDonald has worked with leaders from all walks of life
and understands better than anyone that being confident and owning who you are is extremely important. The greatest gift you can give yourself
and others as a leader is being yourself. "Be authentic. The best leaders are ones that know that self-awareness is the greatest capability." - Sonia
McDonald. Allow Sonia to guide you through the leadership journey to your destination. She wants you to focus on your mindset and attitude and
enjoy the journey of self-discovery. In this fresh and inspirational leadership book, Sonia allows her personality and knowledge to shine through at
every opportunity.

The Handbook for Teaching Leadership
"He either enchants or antagonizes everyone he meets. But even his enemies agree there are three things Ray Kroc does damned well: sell
hamburgers, make money, and tell stories." --from Grinding It Out Few entrepreneurs can claim to have radically changed the way we live, and Ray
Kroc is one of them. His revolutions in food-service automation, franchising, shared national training, and advertising have earned him a place
beside the men and women who have founded not only businesses, but entire empires. But even more interesting than Ray Kroc the business man is
Ray Kroc the man. Not your typical self-made tycoon, Kroc was fifty-two years old when he opened his first franchise. In Grinding It Out, you'll meet
the man behind McDonald's, one of the largest fast-food corporations in the world with over 32,000 stores around the globe. Irrepressible enthusiast,
intuitive people person, and born storyteller, Kroc will fascinate and inspire you on every page.

Rational Leadership
What if some of the most powerful words in your organization were, "I'm not sure," "I need help," and "I have a new idea" What if people could
simply communicate what they are really thinking without having to run it through verbal Photoshop first? When you have the upper hand in the
relationship-when you are the leader-your people should be able to Say Anything to you. It is your responsibility to create an authentic environment
characterized by honesty and trust that encourages everyone to share their ideas. When your people don't speak up-it's not their problem-it's yours.
Say Anything connects you with leaders from a diversity of backgrounds. You'll learn from top executives in Silicon Valley, an NFL kicker, and
simultaneously find brilliance locked inside the walls of a Washington State penitentiary. You'll read compelling research involving a murder mystery
scenario, and explore the quiet wisdom of a renowned horse whisperer. You'll travel along as we unpack lessons from the Civil War and the U.S.
Navy, then you'll laugh with us at our own Reality TV debacle. The collection of lessons packed into this book will leave you better than they found
you. We promise. Ultimately, this book is a letter to leaders-filled with experience, research, and practicality. Working inside the walls of a vast array
of organizations for the past decade, we have seen time and again leaders are failing to draw out ideas from their introverts and, at the same time,
shutting up their extroverts. It's happening in all organizations-including yours. And, rest assured, the losses resulting from timidity and silence are
immense. Three key dynamics stand between your people's thoughts and your ears: - The suffocating aura of your own power, - The stinging bite of
past experience, - The fear of judgment and disapproval. These three inhibitors make candid communication unsafe. You must recognize and
acknowledge the complex dynamics inherent in being the leader, then work tirelessly to mitigate the aforementioned obstacles. The first step-the
force that holds everything else together-is to assume (and thus create) positive intent. Nothing will kill fearless communication more quickly than
the way in which you interpret words (and the resulting look on your face and tone of your response). We make an impassioned yet research-backed
case for the power of assuming positive intent, and then provide the tools to follow it up: Prove It's Safe: make your appreciation for fearless
communication explicit, jump in first by speaking vulnerably, and, if needed, rope off some small boundaries. Dignify Every Try: when your people
start to speak up, dignify the slightest (or even most awkward) try. Make a big deal of it. Be Genuinely Curious: pocket your dynamite (a leader's
tendency to dominate conversation), ask Authentic Questions (and then really listen), and draw in those who are normally overlooked (introverts and
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newcomers). Leading well is no easy feat. We know that. We've learned many of the lessons in this book the hard way. Thankfully, this reality has
paved the way to what we believe is the most powerful concept for leaders today. When people feel empowered to share what they're thinking,
ideas thrive, sacred cows die, and decisions improve. Study this book. Keep its concepts top-of-mind. Building a Say Anything culture will pay a
greater return than anything else you could commit to right now.

Grinding It Out
You’re a Visionary. That’s the problem. You’ve already founded a successful business and have clear ideas for the future of your company. This has
worked for you so far, but now business has stalled, and you’ve become overwhelmed, stuck, and frustrated. You may have a hunch that something
or someone is missing – and you’re right. A great Visionary is only half of the equation for launching a company toward success. A solid partnership
is the key to helping your business soar, and you need someone else to play a crucial role in taking your business to its maximum level. Enter the
Integrator. This is the Visionary’s complement who has a talent for moving ideas forward: keeping varying tasks and schedules aligned, creating
focus and accountability, and ensuring cohesion of people and processes. In other words, the Integrator takes a vision and executes it. From the
author of the bestselling Traction, Rocket Fuel details the integral roles of the Visionary and Integrator and explains how an effective relationship
between the two can thrive, and even offers advice to help Visionary-minded and Integrator-minded individuals find one another. Rocket Fuel also
offers assessments so you’re able to determine whether you’re a Visionary or an Integrator so you can recognize your needs and then find the best
partner to suit them. Without an Integrator, a Visionary is far less likely to succeed long-term ,and realize the company’s ultimate goals—likewise,
with no Visionary, an Integrator can’t rise to his or her full potential. When these two people come together to share their natural talents and innate
skill sets, they have the power to reach new heights for virtually any company or organization. Rocket Fuel is here. Time to ignite the booster for
your next level. This explosive combination is the key to getting everything you want out of your business. It worked for Disney. It worked for
McDonald’s. It worked for Ford. It can work for you.

Employee Training and Development, 7e
This book provides a consistent and holistic managerial approach to product management and presents a practical and comprehensive methodology
(roles, processes, tasks, and deliverables) that covers all aspects of product management. It helps students of product management, product
management practitioners, product management organizations, and corporations understand the value, theory, and implementation of product
management. It outlines a practical approach to clarify role definitions, identify responsibilities, define processes and deliverables, and improve the
ability to communicate with stakeholders. The book details the fundamentals of the Blackblot Product Manager's Toolkit® (PMTK) product
management methodology, a globally adopted best practice.

Human Resource Management: Text & Cases, 2nd Edition
"The authors classify all managers into one of four types: Teacher; Cheerleader; Always-on; and Connector managers. Drawing on data-driven
research, as well on case studies and interviews, the authors show that Connector managers consistently outperform the other types, then explain
what behaviors define a Connector manager and why they are able to build strong teams. They also show why other types of managers are not
equally effective, and how they can incorporate behaviors of Connector managers in order to be more effective at building teams"--

Tidy's Physiotherapy E-Book
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One of the most successful textbooks in pediatric dentistry, this expert resource provides superior, comprehensive coverage of oral care for infants,
children, teenagers, and medically compromised individuals. Thoroughly revised material offers the most up-to-date diagnostic and treatment
recommendations based on current research, literature, and clinical experience. Now in its 8th edition, this classic text continues to offer in-depth
coverage of all areas relevant to the contemporary science and practice of pediatric dentistry. Discussions of theories related to molecular biology of
the eruption of teeth explain problems related to dental eruption and insight into future methods for their resolution. Incorporates the American Cleft
Palate - Craniofacial Association guidelines for the most recent advances in treatment of cleft lip and palate. Follows academy-approved guidelines
for the use of anesthetics in the treatment of the child patient as well as outpatient vs. in-patient procedures. Provides an overview of practice
management including patient scheduling, insurance, and third party plans. Includes dentists' guide for documenting and reporting child abuse and
neglect. Provides valuable information on cavity varnish, mercury toxicity, and glass ionomer cements. Provides indications for the use of implants
to replace teeth (congenitally missing or lost as a result of trauma) in pediatric patients. An updated chapter on nutrition and health shows how food
choices and patterns of eating initiated in childhood affect oral health and overall well-being at every stage of life. An increased emphasis on the
genetic influence of root resorption associated with orthodontic treatment explores this hot topic. Coverage of new restorative materials examines
their use in everyday clinical restorative practice. New coverage of tooth whitening for children and its indications responds to the growing
popularity of cosmetic tooth whitening for people of all ages. An updated radiography chapter provides thorough information on digital radiography
in children's dentistry. Increased emphasis on Early Childhood Caries and the Alternative Restorative Technique (ART) - a technique used to restore
defective or carious teeth with minimal cavity preparation followed by placement of a fluoride-releasing material - reflects the American Academy of
Pediatric Dentistry's position on ART. The chapter on anxiety control and pain/analgesics includes specific dosage recommendations for managing
anxious or fearful patients. The updated pharmacologic management chapter includes the latest information on sedation techniques in children. The
updated trauma chapter includes new splinting recommendations for root fractures and the new Titanium Trauma Splint, cross-referenced to the
International Association of Dental Traumatology Diagnostic and Treatment Guidelines, and categories for treatment of avulsed teeth. A new section
on the dental management of patients with sickle cell anemia offers the most current information for treating children with disabilities as well as
medically compromised patients. Revised illustrations help readers see techniques in a modern dental office setting.

A Very Short Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap Book About Studying Leadership
Packed with 52 discoveries from Gallup’s largest study on the future of work, It’s the Manager shows leaders how to adapt their organizations to
rapid change, ranging from new workplace demands to managing remote employees, a diverse workforce, the rise of artificial intelligence, gig
workers, and attracting – and keeping – today’s best employees. Who is the most important person in your organization to lead your teams through
these changes? Gallup research reveals: It’s your managers. While the world’s workplace has been going through extraordinary historical change,
the practice of management has been stuck in time for more than 30 years. The new workforce – especially younger generations – wants their work
to have deep mission and purpose, and they don’t want old-style command-and-control bosses. They want coaches who inspire them, communicate
with them frequently, and develop their strengths. Packed with 52 discoveries from Gallup’s largest study on the future of work, It’s the Manager
shows leaders how to adapt their organizations to rapid change, ranging from new workplace demands to the challenges of managing remote
employees, a diverse workforce, the rise of artificial intelligence, gig workers, and attracting – and keeping – today’s best employees. Who is the
most important person in your organization to lead your teams through these changes? Decades of global Gallup research reveal: It’s your
managers. They are the ones who make or break your organization’s success. When you build great managers -- ones who can maximize the
potential of every team member -- you will see organic revenue and profit growth, and you will deliver to a every one of your employees what they
most want today: a great job and a great life. This is the future of work. It’s the Manager includes exclusive content from Gallup Access -- Gallup’s
new workplace platform, chock full of additional content, tools, and solutions for business. Your book comes with a code for the CliftonStrengths
assessment, which will reveal users’ Top 5 strengths.
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The Social Organization
Discover the military’s keys to excellent leadership and team building training The Program: Lessons From Elite Military Units for Creating and
Sustaining High Performing Leaders and Teams offers a hands-on guide to the winning techniques and tactics of The Program, the acclaimed team
building and leadership development company. Drawing on the actual experiences of The Program’s instructors from their personal combat stories
to working with world-class athletic teams and successful corporations, the book clearly shows how The Program’s training operations can help to
achieve life goals and ambitions. The Program offers a road map that contains illustrative examples, ideas, and approaches for improving
teammates and leaders at all levels within an organization of any size or type. Bring your organization to the next level of success Discover how to
hold your leaders and teammates to the highest standards Understand how accountability increases effectiveness Learn to communicate effectively
This important book explores the military’s leadership and team building concepts that can be implemented to ensure an organization creates and
sustains performance that adheres to the highest standards of excellence.

Rocket Fuel
We are excited to present the seventh edition of Employee Training and Development. This revised edition maintains a balance between research
and real company practices with its lively writing style and most up-to-date developments. It provides readers with a solid background in the
fundamentals of training and developments such as needs assessment, transfer of training, learning environment design, methods, evaluation
Salient Features: - New! In-text examples and chapter openers feature companies from all industries, including service, manufacturing, retail, and
non-profit organization - New! Latest research findings and best company practices each chapter like flipped classroom, adaptive training, big data
and workforce analytics, learning management systems, etc. - New! Cases given in the book provides issues related training and development faced
by actual companies - Coverage on use of technologies for training delivery, such as online learning, social media, mobile learning, gamification, and
virtual worlds

Dentistry for the Child and Adolescent
In this important book, successful organizations—including well-known companies such as Agilent Technologies, Corning, GE Capital, Hewlett
Packard, Honeywell Aerospace, Lockheed Martin, MIT, Motorola, and Praxair—share their most effective approaches, tools, and specific methods for
leadership development and organizational change. These exemplary organizations serve as models for leadership development and organizational
change because they Commit to organizational objectives and culture Transform behaviors, cultures, and perceptions Implement competency or
organization effectiveness models Exhibit strong top management leadership support and passion

Mcdonald's
Praise for BEST PRACTICES in TALENT MANAGEMENT "This book includes the most up-to-date thinking, tools, models, instruments and case studies
necessary to identify, lead, and manage talent within your organization and with a focus on results. It provides it all—from thought leadership to realworld practice." PATRICK CARMICHAEL HEAD OF TALENT MANAGEMENT, REFINING, MARKETING, AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, SAUDI ARAMCO
"This is a superb compendium of stories that give the reader a peek behind the curtains of top notch organizations who have wrestled with current
issues of talent management. Their lessons learned are vital for leaders and practitioners who want a very valuable heads up." BEVERLY KAYE
FOUNDER/CEO: CAREER SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL AND CO-AUTHOR, LOVE 'EM OR LOSE 'EM "This is a must read for organization leaders and HR
practitioners who cope with the today's most critical business challenge—talent management. This book provides a vast amount of thought
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provoking ideals, tools, and models, for building and implementing talent management strategies. I highly recommend it!" DALE HALM
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM MANAGER, ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE "If you are responsible for planning and implementing an effective
talent and succession management strategy in your organization, this book provides the case study examples you are looking for." DORIS SIMS
AUTHOR, BUILDING TOMORROW'S TALENT "A must read for all managers who wish to implement a best practice talent management program within
their organization" FARIBORZ GHADAR WILLIAM A. SCHREYER PROFESSOR OF GLOBAL MANAGEMENT, POLICIES AND PLANNING SENIOR ADVISOR
AND DISTINGUISHED SENIOR SCHOLAR CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS FOUNDING DIRECTOR CENTER FOR GLOBAL
BUSINESS STUDIES

This Is Day One
As a leader, it's your job to extract maximum talent, energy, knowledge, and innovation from your customers and employees. But how? In The Social
Organization, two of Gartner's lead analysts strongly advocate exploiting social technology. The authors share insights from their study of successes
and failures at more than four hundred organizations that have used social technologies to foster—and capitalize on—customers’ and employees’
collective efforts. But the new social technology landscape isn’t about the technology. It’s about building communities, fostering new ways of
collaborating, and guiding these efforts to achieve a purpose. To that end, the authors identify the core disciplines managers must master to
translate community collaboration into otherwise impossible results: • Vision: defining a compelling vision of progress toward a highly collaborative
organization. • Strategy: taking community collaboration from risky and random success to measurable business value. • Purpose: rallying people
around a clear purpose, not just providing technology. • Launch: creating a collaborative environment and gaining adoption. • Guide: participating in
and influencing communities without stifling collaboration. • Adapt: responding creatively to change in order to better support community
collaboration. The Social Organization highlights the benefits and challenges of using social technology to tap the power of people, revealing what
managers must do to make collaboration a source of enduring competitive advantage.

Being the Boss
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